Treatment planning for protocol-based radiation therapy.
Many protocol studies are conducted in which patients are assigned to alternative treatment regimens. Typically the dosimetric specifications will define the maximal and minimal target doses and maximal doses to specified critical normal structures, and the success of the study will depend upon the consistency and reliability with which these dose specifications are applied. We have investigated the use of dose-area histograms to ensure complete adherence to protocol dose specifications. A dose prescription is prepared that defines upper and lower target doses as well as normal tissue dose tolerance levels for all organs of interest. In addition, dose-volume histograms are derived which provide quantitative measures of the extent to which each dose limit has been met. This technique can be used during treatment planning to prevent protocol violations of pre-defined severity, or for retroactive correlation of local tumor recurrence and treatment-related morbidity with dose levels in the target and normal tissues. An example is presented for a protocol study of ca prostate, stages A and B, in which seven treatments were evaluated at the mid-plane for protocol violations.